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Abstract
The University at Buffalo Space Bulls team has designed a prototype planetary rover to compete at NASA’s Johnson Space Center as part of the 2015 RASC-AL Exploration Robo-Ops Competition. In order to provide the necessary remote manipulation capabilities to collect rock samples, a 2 segment arm with 4 degrees of freedom, and an end effector was designed. The arm is driven by linear actuators from Frigelli in order to provide the necessary torque and take full advantage of lever arms. In addition the actuators are lightweight and provide more power, precision, and range of motion than servo motors. 3D printed parts allowed for rapid prototyping before precise laser cut parts were fabricated. This combination of build speed and precision allowed for rapid testing, modification and final integration of the arm with the University at Buffalo Space Bulls team’s prototype rover and control systems.

Design Requirements
In order for the robot to be successful, the robotic arm must be able to maneuver around unwanted rocks and obstacles to pick up the desired rock samples.

- The arm must reach at least 22 inches.
- Reach out to the terrain in front of the rover to acquire rock samples
- Slow within the perimeter of the rover
- Reach storage bin to drop sample in

The weight of the rock payload and manipulator determine the loading that the arm linear actuators must support. The geometric configuration of the linear actuators on the arm will determine the reach and lifting strength of the arm.

The manipulator design must be based on the samples that needed to be handled.

- Irregularly shaped rock samples
- Diameter from 2 to 8 centimeters
- 20 to 150 grams
- Pick up off variety of surfaces (large rocks, gravel or sand)

Implementation
We installed the aluminum arm on to the rover and are currently in the testing phase. All parts are bolted together so that any component can be easily removed tweaked and replaced for further testing. The electrical and communications team have helped to power and create a control system for the arm. Testing is being simulated on rock samples similar to that of what will be encountered at competition.

- Arm rotated using a Hitec HS-785HB
- 1:6 gear ratio
- 1,098 oz-in of torque.
- Shoulder and Forearm driven by Frigelli L16-P 140 mm and 100 mm Linear Actuator respectively
- Operate on 12V and 0.65A
- Peak lifting force of 200 N at 4 m/s
- 100 N at 10 m/s
- Feedback potentiometer monitors position.
- Accuracy of 0.5 mm
- Communicated to computer for control

We must be able to run the rover for a minimum of one hour on a single charge. Our testing indicates that the arm draws little power and will not deplete our battery. The measured lifting force for all positions is more than sufficient to pick up several samples at a time.

Conclusions and Moving Forward
Work will begin testing the arm’s true durability and reliability overtime in varying stress conditions. This arm will be integrated with the camera monitoring system to aid in rock sample identification and retrieval. The arm will be programmed with set home positions so the operator does not have to continuously move the arm to common set positions.

The arm was tested to pick up objects the size of a tennis ball and was successful in doing so. We were able to fulfill all of our requirements. The arm is very lightweight, swift and maneuverable. It is remotely controllable and has a very long reach. It employs a very simple design, uses minimal materials and electrical power. The rover will be completed to participate in competition at the rock field NASA uses to test their planetary rovers at the Johnson Space Center in early June 2015.
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